
AMBUSH 

by J. BERNARD GOLLOP* 

Closeup of back and side of ambush bugs. 

The butterfly’s wings were quivering 
ind it did not fly as I approached. 
When I was only a few inches away, it 
Tell off the yellow gumweed flower but 
did not fall to the ground. Closer in¬ 
vestigation showed that it was being 
held by an insect much smaller than it¬ 
self. The butterfly — a skipper — had 
brought both wings down so that the 
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tips nearly touched beneath the body. 
As it hung there, the wings suddenly 
opened almost horizontally; it was ap¬ 
parently dead. All this took about 1 
minute. I collected skipper, ambush 
bug (P. hymata) and flower from near 
the site of the Haultain elevator, 8 
miles south of Saskatoon.2 5 

Two days later, September 4, 1974, 
I was again collecting butterflies, this 
time on Kernen’s Prairie, 2 miles 
northeast of Saskatoon. In less than 15 
minutes, I found three more butter- 
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flies, all with their wings turned down 
and all being held on purple asters by 
the same kind of bug. The first, a male 
alfalfa butterfly, was apparently dead. 
The second, a female cabbage butter¬ 
fly, moved occasionally; it was being 
held underneath the body by one of a 
pair of copulating ambush bugs. The 
third was also female cabbage butter¬ 
fly, caught by the side of the head and 
apparently dead.4 

The four butterflies and their 
assassins are shown in Figure 1; 
closeups of ambush bugs are shown in 
Figure 2. 

The 25 North American species of 
ambush bugs obtain their food from in¬ 
sects as large as bumblebees and but¬ 
terflies by lying in wait for them.5 They 
are successful partly because their 

small size (1/4-3/8” long) and theii | 
camouflage, resulting from the i 
irregular shape of their bodies and b} i 
broken colour patterns. Both adult- 
and young ambush bugs grasp theii r 
victims with strong front legs. The} 
then pierce them with beaks through 
which they inject a fluid that usual 
kills the prey instantly; it may al 
dissolve the muscles and other intern 
organs. Then the bugs suck out t 
body fluids. How much an ambush b 
eats in the wild is unknown but ea 
pair of bugs in a cage were suppli- 
four house flies per day.1 Photograp 
of ambush bugs feeding on flies appe 
in two of the books listed below.5 

While preferring no special colo 
in flowers, these bugs seem to sel 
those rich in pollen or nectar, or b( 

Skipper, two cabbage butterflies and an alfalfa butterfly with wings down as they die 
killed by the five ambush bugs above them. Ruler is in inches and centimeters. 
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>ecause of the large numbers of other 
nsects attracted. They are most abun- 
ant where such flowers occur in 
irofusion throughout the season, so 
hat an an individual plant or a species 
tops blooming, neither nymph nor 
dult will have far to move. Spiders 
lay be the major enemies of ambush 

lugs.1 

These bugs were near the end of 
leir 1974 life cycle. The females were 
Tobably almost finished laying their 
:50± eggs over a 3-month period, 
making in August and September. The 
ggs are laid in masses of 10 to 20 on 
he plants used to trap their prey. The 
emales die within a month of laying 
heir final eggs. While all overwin¬ 
ering is by eggs, embryos begin 
leveloping as soon as the eggs are laid 
>ut stop at an advanced stage so that 
hey will not hatch until May or June 

of the following year. The nymphs, 
resembling miniature adults, undergo 
four molts during the 6 weeks it takes 
them to mature. Within 3 weeks, most 
adult females begin mating and laying 
eggs for another generation.1 
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IMAMES IN NATURE — GERANIUMS AND CRANES — Even the most familiar of the 
arden flowers may have names which do not seem to explain themselves. Take 
he geranium, for example. On the surface there may not appear to be close 
relationship between the geranium and the powerful hoisting cranes used for lif- 
ing locomotives and other heavy articles. Consultation with the authorities 
hows, however, that the flower and the massive mechanical device derived their 
lames from a single source. The origin of “geranium” was the Greek word 
geranos”, meaning the “crane” of the Class Birds. The flower took its name 
rom the fact that its seed capsules have a long, projecting beak-described as “a 
peak-like torus or receptacle around which the seed capsules are arranged.” The 
esemblance to the beak of a crane causes the geranium to be commonly known 

as “crane’s bill,” and sometimes as “stork’s bill”. The mechanical “crane” took 
ts name from the resemblance of its long arm to the neck of the bird known as 
he crane. 

From Nature Magazine. 1924. 

JAMES IN NATURE — BUMBLE-BEE — The name of the common bumble-bee has 
)rought forth many discussions. Some people insist that the word should be 
‘humble-bee”, while others, more precisely scientific, demand “bombus-bee.” 
There is no reason for the advocate of either spelling to apologize. The bee 
pelongs to the genus Bombus and the name of the genus is derived from the 
dreek “bombos”, translated into English as meaning “a buzzing noise”. Skeat, 
he distinguished etymologist, defines the bumble-bee as “a bee that hums’ , and 
idds that the verb “bumble” is from the old Dutch “bommelen ’, a verb which 
rieans to “to buzz”, or “to hum”, and which he says is akin to the word “boom 
is applied to a “booming” sound. “As both boom and hum signify to buzz , ex¬ 
plains Skeat, “the insect is called indifferently a bumble-bee or a humble-bee. 

From Nature Magazine. 1924. 
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